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Overview 
The Tree and Stand Simulator (TASS) mimics the growth processes of trees and the 
development of stands.  An array of silvicultural treatments (e.g., thinning and pruning) 
and other means of intervention are available.  TASS is a component of the SYLVER 
system that evaluates the impact of Silviculture on Yield, Lumber, Value, and Economic 
Return.  This suite of models grows stands, buck’s trees, saws lumber, grades boards and 
performs financial analyses.  Specialized yield tables generated by SYLVER create a 
database for TIPSY (Table Interpolation Program for Stand Yield).  TIPSY is distributed 
widely (http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hre/software/download.htm) and is supported by 
training courses.  It can be used in place of TASS and SYLVER for many applications.  It 
is very ‘user friendly’ but its range of options is limited. 
 
Several versions of TASS have evolved since development began in 1964: 
TASS I (1964 - 1967): A prototype that was never applied operationally. 
TASS II (1968 - ): This version became operational in 1985 and later contributed to the 
construction of the database that drives TIPSY. 
TASS III (1996 - ): This upgraded system is expected to be operational in 2008, and will 
replace TASS II in the next few years.  TASS III incorporates a light model, tRAYci that 
uses ray tracing techniques.  It can calculate the quantity of light that reaches the stand 
(above canopy light level) over the growing season and the amount that penetrates to any 
point inside the canopy including the forest floor.  The height growth of each simulated 
tree declines if the amount of light reaching the leader is inadequate to support full 
growth.  Output from TASS III and TASS II will differ somewhat because of the light 
model and other upgrades.  TASS III will be released to the public unlike earlier versions. 
 
All experiments described in this document can be run with SYLVER which includes 
TASS as the leading component.  Many can also be also be run with TIPSY.  However, 
the results will not be identical because specialized assumptions are implemented in 
TIPSY to reduce the size of the database and runtime.  TIPSY will be recommended 
when the user has the option to using it or other systems. 
 
The last version of the “User’s Manual for the Design of Experiment” with TASS 
(Mitchell, 1978) included detailed instructions related to the operation of the model at a 
time when the system was very narrow in scope.  The manual was never updated because 
TASS evolved and expanded greatly in the following years and became much more 
complicated.  The responsibility for designing experiments fell into the hands of a few 
specialists who worked closely with clients.  This process is likely to continue.  However, 
communication with specialists will be much more effective if clients have an 
understanding of the capabilities of TASS and the fundamentals of designing experiments 
with the model.  Opportunities have been lost because foresters, ecologists, economists 
and those in other disciplines were not aware that experiments with TASS can provide 
insight into some of their problems.  The current paper is aimed at this audience.  
Furthermore, it offers a media through which unique experiments can be documented in a 
format that will inspire others to request similar experiments germane to their needs. 
 
Reference to TASS in the following experiments may include output from other 
components of SYLVER particularly if information about products (logs, lumber) or 
financial return is relevant. 
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Introduction 
TASS is a spatially explicit growth and yield model that recognizes the stems and crowns 
of individual trees.  Consequently, silvicultural experiments can be designed and 
preformed by the model in much the same way that field experiments are designed, 
established and monitored over time.  Like all models, TASS is a simplification of reality 
because it omits many details and processes.  This is both a weakness and a strength.  It is 
a weakness because the model can not mimic everything that occurs in nature.  For 
example, the impact of climatic change and many pests are not incorporated because 
detailed data are not available or because the processes can not be modeled.  In terms of 
strengths, it is much easier to control unwanted variation in models than in nature making 
it unlikely that extraneous factors will confound treatment comparisons.   You can model 
the impact of planting density on stand development for example without having to be 
concerned about site variation between or within treatment plots.  These variables can be 
identical in each plot.  With a little more effort you can ensure that the growth rates and 
morphology of the trees in each plot are identical.  Examples of such designs are 
described later. 
 
Experiments using models should augment field experiments – not replace them.  
Suppose you need to establish plantations that will eventually create a stand structure that 
will support the needs of a particular animal population.  Design and perform a series of 
experiments with models in an effort to zero in on the starting conditions that are most 
likely to create the desired structures.  Examine the simulations carefully and try to gain a 
better understanding of the development processes.  It many cases it will become very 
obvious why some regimes are not working.  Hopefully, the results will confirm your 
experience or point out something that is obvious in retrospect.  As the modeling exercise 
continues you will be able to eliminate some treatment options and focus on the more 
promising ones in your field trial.  Test runs with models should reduce the scope and 
expense of the field work.  The simulations might even prevent you from missing the 
optimum stand structures.  Forestry field experiments often require decades to produce 
results.  If the need is urgent, you may have to proceed on the basis of model results 
which can be modified as better information becomes available. 
 
The playing field 
Many of the constraints that limited applications in the past have been overcome by 
revisions to the design of TASS and the ever increasing speed and memory capacity of 
modern computers.  For example, 
• Plot area has increased from an operational upper limit of 0.04 hectares to about 20 

hectares.  Most simulations are performed on one-hectare plots. 
• Plot shape is limited to square or rectangular as in earlier versions.  However, any 

shape can be specified as an embedded subplot.  The statistics of the subplot are 
summarized separately.  The trees outside of the subplot serve as a buffer but are not 
part to the plot of interest. 

• Plot dimensions are virtually unlimited but should be no smaller than the diameter of 
the largest tree crown produced during the simulation unless special precautions are 
taken.  Branches that grow out one side of the plot grow into the opposite side.  That 
is, opposite sides of the plot compete making it unnecessary to create a buffer of 
trees.  It is important that the crown of a particular tree does not wrap around the plot 
and attempt to compete with itself.   If necessary, the crown wrapping feature can be 
replaced by an option that creates a ‘transparent wall’ around the plot. 
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The Players 
• Number of trees is unlimited for all practical purposes.  The upper limit has been 

raised from 32,000 to about two billion in recent years.  
• Age of trees is usually limited by the site curves available for a particular species 

(e.g., point where the site curve ceases to increase in height).  Ages are usually cut off 
at about 350 years when making projections for timber supply analyses.  Keep in 
mind that the data used to develop TASS rarely exceeded 100 years.  At the other 
extreme, trees are usually 0 (e.g., natural regeneration) to 2 years old (e.g., planted) 
when established but may be assigned negative ages.  A tree with an age of -10 years, 
for example, will not start growing until after the stand has grown for 10 years.  This 
feature permits variation in the time of establishment of natural regeneration.  One 
may also want to interplant a stand with another species some time after the main 
plantation is established.  The age step employed by TASS is 1 year (formerly 5 to 10 
year steps). 

• Number of species is unlimited but usually constrained by the number species 
incorporated in TASS and by reasonable mixtures.  However, hypothetical species or 
variants of existing species can be added. 

 
The Game 
Each run with TASS is analogous to a single field plot that is established and monitored 
over time.  However, most field trials consist of many plots that differ in terms of site 
conditions, treatments, species etc.  The same opportunities are available with TASS.  A 
series of closely related runs that focus on differences of interest constitutes an 
experiment.  It may consist of three plots in which the trees are planted different distances 
apart (e.g., 2 m, 3 m and 4 m) or different densities (e.g., 500, 1000, and 1500 
trees/hectare).  On the other hand, all three may be planted with 1000 trees per hectare 
but one might be thinned to 1000 stems at age 10 while the other is thinned to 500 trees 
per hectare.  The remaining plot serves as the untreated control plot.  It is also possible to 
perform experiments in which different treatments are applied to single tree plots.  Unlike 
field experiments, it is rarely necessary to replicate runs in TASS experiments because of 
the ability to control unwanted variation among plots. 
 
Evaluating Performance 
When designing experiments it’s important to give some thought to the variables that 
quantify the outcome of the trials.  Foresters frequently look at volume per hectare and 
average diameter when assessing the impact of silvicultural treatments.  However, other 
variables (e.g., merchantable volume and average diameter of the largest 400 crop trees) 
and summaries such as stand tables (number of trees by diameter class) and stock tables 
(volume by diameter class) are likely to provide additional insight.  The volume of 
lumber by size classes (e.g., 2 x 10’s, 2 x 8’s … 2 x 4’s) and quality classes may be more 
meaningful for many applications.   The value of pulp and lumber in terms of dollars 
returned per hectare may be even more relevant.  However, you may not feel comfortable 
predicting product prices 50 to 100 years into the future.  The predictions will likely be 
off target but the differences in value generated by a range of treatment levels may offers 
some guidance as to the relative merit of a particular practice.  The same reasoning 
applies to financial analyses that consider costs (e.g., silvicultural costs) and revenues 
(e.g., lumber revenue), and discount both over time so that all comparisons are made at 
the same point in time.  The information that TASS/SYLVER and TIPSY can provide is 
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very comprehensive and too detailed to include in this document.  Most fall in the 
following categories: 
• Standing timber: (e.g., volume, basal area, average diameter, crown cover) 
• Dead and down material: (e.g., snags, coarse woody debris) 
• Products: (e.g., grade & volume logs & lumber, lumber recovery factor) 
• Value: (e.g., dollar value of logs, lumber and chips) 
• Economic return: (e.g., net present value) 
• Job requirements: (e.g., hours of labor needed to thin one hectare) 
• tand structure)  Habitat: (e.g., various measures of s
 Light: (percent above canopy light) •

 
Training Practice 
Start with the basics.  Begin with simple treatment comparisons and later progress to 
more complex experiments with TASS.  Let’s look at an elementary example that offers a 
few design challenges.  Historically, the spacing of planted coastal Douglas-fir increased 
from about 1.8 m (6 feet) to 3m (10 feet) between 1940 and 1960.  What changes in stand 
volume and average diameter where achieved on site 30?  The game plan appears to be 
very straight forward.  In the first run, instruct TASS to plant 3086 trees (1.8 m spacing) 
on a 1-hectare square (100 m x 100 m) plot and grow the stand of coastal Douglas-fir to 
age 75 on site 30.  Then request a similar stand with only 1,100 trees/ha.  But are the runs 
s comparable as possible?   a

 
Plot dimensions: The length of the plot (100 m) in this example is not a multiple of the 
spacing (1.8 m).  Consequently you have asked TASS to plant 55.6 trees along each row.  
You are also requesting 55.6 rows.  This configuration is neither feasible in TASS nor in 
a field trial.  Fortunately, TASS will automatically adjust the dimensions of a plot to 
conform to the spacing.  That is, the sides of the plot will be increased to 100.8 m (1.016 
ha) to accommodate a 56 x 56 matrix of 3,136 trees.  The dimensions of your second plot 
would be reduced to 99m x 99 m to accommodate an intertree distance of 3 m and a 33 x 
33 matrix of 1,089 trees.  You would likely arrive at the same solutions if you had 
stablished the plot in the field. e

 
Population uniformity: The original design overlooked an opportunity available in TASS 
but not in field trials.  We would like the population of trees in each plot to be 
‘genetically’ identical in an effort to remove unwanted sources of variation.  This is not 
possible in the design developed so far because we have a different number of trees in 
each plot.  But we could reduce the sides of the first plot to 59.4 m (0.353 ha) so that it 
only has room for 1,089 trees in a 33 x 33 matrix.  It is now a scaled down version of the 
second plot.  The growth rates and relative spatial position of the trees will be identical in 
each plot.  You could also increase the second plot to 2.822 ha to accommodate the 3,136 
rees originally planned for plot 1. t

 
Minimum plot area:  Reducing the area of Plot 1 to 0.353 ha solved the problem but it 
may have created another.  Early mortality from competition will be intense and we need 
to know if a sufficient number of trees will survive to provide meaningful statistics 
regarding volume, diameter and other variables of interest at harvest (age 75).  
Obviously, 10 survivors will give erratic and unreliable results. Each plot should have at 
least 100 trees at the end of the run.  Perform a trial run with TASS to estimate the 
number of trees likely to survive to a particular age or estimate it as follows: 
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orks for you and TASS. 

• 

ve 

• Use site index curves to determine the height of site trees at age 75 (e.g., 50 m on site 
30). 

• Average spacing after overtopping mortality begins is usually close to 10% of the 
height of site trees (e.g., 5 m) 

• Calculate the area occupied by this tree (e.g., 25 m2) 
• Divide this area into the number of square meters of the plot (e.g.,                            

[10,000 x 0.353]/25 = 141) 
It appears you will have a sufficient number of trees.  The more general equation for 
determining the number of trees (N) of height ‘H’ surviving in a plot of ‘A’ hectares is: 
 
 N = (1,000,000 x A)/H2    [e.g., (1,000,000 x 0.353)/502 = 141] 
 
With early versions of TASS it was often necessary to repeat the run many times with 
different populations of trees until the average of all runs tended to stabilize.  But now it 
is much more convenient to scale up the size of all plots so the smallest has at least 100 
survivors.  A single 1-hectare plot will perform better than the average of 10 0.1-hectare 
plots. 
 
Other considerations:  Locating comparable plots in the field is challenging because of 
site quality differences between plots, microsite variation within plots and many other 
factors.  Furthermore, stumps and other obstacles may prevent you from planting trees in 
a square pattern.  Thankfully these limitations do not occur in models.  But there are 
occasions when these factors affect growth to such an extent that we need to incorporate 
them into the simulation.  For example, options in TASS allow the actual planting 
location to vary somewhat from the intended location.  You can also specify the spatial 
coordinates of each tree if you have the data, time and patience.  Variation in microsite 
and site gradients within plots can often be added to TASS as a special feature when 
needed for a particular experiment. 
 
As you can see, an apparently straight forward comparison of two silvicultural treatments 
may be more challenging than expected.  For this reason, users of TASS are encouraged 
to seek the support of specialists when designing experiments. 
 
Game Strategy 
The following sections will familiarize you with the capabilities of TASS.  When 
formulating experiments of your own or even reviewing past experiments (next section) 
consider the following steps: 
• State your objective and pose the question(s) that needs an answer. 
• m?  Will TIPSY suffice or do you need the features of the TASS/SYLVER syste
• t to answer the question.  Consider how you would design a field experimen

 • What advantages or limitations does TASS offer?
• Predict the outcome before you do anything else. 
• Think through the design and simulate it with TASS if feasible. 
• Enlist a specialist to design an experiment that w
• Execute the experiment and analyze the results. 

Compare the results with your earlier prediction of the outcome. 
You’re not likely to question the system if your prediction and simulation agree.  But 
what if they don’t?  You may look more closely and suddenly exclaim “I should ha
known that would happen”.  Some processes become very clear when you see the 
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 it is necessary to go back to the drawing board because the experiment is 
awed. 

% of the trees to promote 

ach row 

 application requires the use of TASS, as TIPSY is limited to a single 

e. We don’t need to address the details of replication and randomization in this 

s above except we’d use much larger plots (e.g., 1 ha) to avoid 

otation. 

ding to each planned measurement – and complete the task in a matter of a few 

he diameter/age relationship of each plot on the same graph and note 

e checkerboard design grows larger trees but the difference is 

 

e 

 in 

ent where there many uncontrollable 
urces of variation likely to mask this advantage. 

 

he first 

n – 

stem of models recommended for each experiment is enclosed 
 braces (e.g., [TASS]). 

results – others do not.  In the latter case, the specialist will help you examine th
workings of the model in sufficient detail to determine if the system has really 
addressed your question adequately.  You may discover you have learned something
new, or you may have uncovered a limitation of the model.  Occasionally, you will
find that
fl
 

Here’s an example: 
Objective:  Space a plantation systematically removing 50
diameter growth and average diameter at time of harvest. 
Question:  Should I (a) remove every other row or (b) cut every other tree in e
and stagger the process from row to row (i.e., create a checkerboard pattern). 
TIPSY?:  No, this
type of thinning. 
Field design: establish two 0.2-ha plots that correspond with the direction or rows and 
spacing of trees.  Each should encompass an even number of rows and trees per row.  
Remove (a) every other planted row in one plot and (b) every other tree in each row in 
the other plot so as to create a regime that equates to thinning along the diagonal?  You 
would likely plan to measure the trees before and after treatment and every 10 years to 
harvest ag
exercise. 
Simulated design: Same a
the need for replication. 
Predicted outcome:  You’d likely expect no difference in average diameter at r
TASS experiment: The system would report the average diameter of each plot 
correspon
seconds. 
Analysis:  Draw t
any differences. 
Result: TASS shows that th
small (e.g., 0.5 cm larger). 
In Search of an explanation:  Graphics offered by TASS is often a good starting point.  A
dynamic overview of the plot shows the rate at which tree crowns are able to occupy the 
vacated growing space following treatment.  Crowns in the checkerboard regime are fre
to advance on four sides and therefore make use of the newly available resource much 
faster that the trees in the strip thinning regime where branches are only free to expand
two directions.  Consequently, the checkerboard pattern has a small advantage that is 
captured by TASS but not likely in the field experim
so
 
Replay of Past Games 
Let’s get acquainted with some of the experiments performed with TASS/SYLVER and
TIPSY in the past – without being too concerned about the underlying design details.   
We’ll start with simple projects and progress to those of greater complexity.  They will 
give you an overview of the types and range of topics addressed by the system.  T
four experiments are derived from ‘lab’ exercises that introduced students to the 
development of tree crowns and the distribution of annual increment over the stems of 
trees.  Each can be completed with the aid of graph paper and supporting informatio
and later simulated with TASS.  The growth relationships apply to most coniferous 
species.  The model or sy
in
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phics will 
emonstrate that the crown slowly approaches a circular shape – but why?   

 be maintained.  It’s a matter of geometry.  

t 

om the leader increases.  Therefore, the corner branches will grow at a slower rate.   

 

r, and a graph relating annual branch extension to the distance below the apex of 
e tree. 

 
m of 

e base of the crown and then remains constant down to the base if we ignore butt swell.  

t, wood quality and product yield.  TASS recognizes different types 

lower strength, greater shrinkage etc.) added with the 

 crown. 

 in a 

s 

e 

foliage removed was relatively small.  Further analysis indicated they should only prune 

 
Release square crown [TASS]:  Trees that are planted in a square pattern will develop
square crowns in plan view (i.e., aerial view) as long as the competitors are of similar 
vigor.  This will be assured if we simulate the planting of genetically identical trees.  
Now select a particular tree, remove all competitors and let it grow to maturity in the 
absence of competition.  Does logic tell you it will remain square or does your intuition 
lead you to believe it will slowly become circular?  TASS simulation and gra
d
 
Firstly, the branches that reach each corner of the square would have to grow 1.4 (•2) 
times as fast as those growing towards the middle of each side if a square crown shape is 
to
 
Secondly, the ‘corner’ branches are longer than those facing the side and therefore mus
be located lower down the stem.  Furthermore, branch growth declines as the distance 
fr
 
The differential growth rates around the perimeter of the crown will cause it to fill out on 
the sides leading towards an increasingly circular shape.  However, it will never achieve a
perfect circle in the open- grown state.  This experiment can be simulated using a pencil 
and pape
th
 
Stem form [TASS]:  How does the development of the crown affect the form of the 
stem?  In this experiment the crown of a particular tree expands freely for 5 years before 
crown closure and competition for growing space prevent further lateral extension of the 
crown.  The crown ‘lifts’ during the next 5 years as the new branches added at the top of
the tree compensate for the death of the lower branches.  What is the geometric for
the stem situated within the crown?   Possible answers include a neiloid, cone and 
paraboloid.  And will the form of the stem below the base of the stem be a truncated 
neiloid, cone or paraboloid?  TASS will generate a cone perched on top of a truncated 
paraboloid.  This outcome is a consequence of the way in which increment is distributed 
over the stem.  The cross-sectional area increment increases from the apex of the tree to 
th
 
Pruning [TASS]: A related experiment allows student to examine the impact of pruning 
on volume incremen
of wood including: 
Juvenile wood of low quality (
foliated portion of the crown. 
Mature wood of higher quality added below the
Knotty wood that produces lumber with knots. 
Clear wood that yields clear lumber of higher value.  
The distribution of each type of wood can be displayed by means of a graphic exercise or 
with the help of TASS.  The dynamics is a little complicated because the crown lifts
closed canopy stand changing the boundaries within which different types of wood 
develop.  Furthermore, students can specify the height of pruning in one or more lift
spaced a number of years apart.  In this exercise, they learned that the first pruning 
produced clear wood but had no effect on growth rate because no living branches wer
removed.  The second lift had a negligible impact on growth because the quantity of 
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potential crop trees because some of their pruned trees succumbed to intense competition 
before they could be harvested.  
 
Impact of thinning on tree growth [TASS]:  In this experiment students are asked to 
compare the merits of wide initial spacing in plantations vs. close spacing followed by 
thinning to achieve wide spacing.  They are asked to predict the basal area development 
of a released tree and a control and then compare their projections with the results of 
TASS simulations.  Tree 1 (control) represents a vigorous tree established in a sparsely 
stocked stand where crown closure and competition begin late.  Tree 2 (released tree) is 
identical to Tree 1 but originates in a dense plantation that is thinned at age 40.  Its crown 
expands rapidly after thinning and occupies the same amount of growing space as Tree 1 
by age 90.  Consequently, the crown dimensions and total height of both trees are 
identical at the end of the experiment.  However, both have different histories that have a 
dramatic impact on basal area.  The basal area increment of Tree 1 (control) increases 
‘exponentially’ to age 15 culminates at age 25 and declines to age 90.  The increment of 
Tree 2 culminates at age 15 declines to age 40 increases slightly to age 60 in response to 
release then declines to age 90.  The growth rate of Tree 1 is twice that of Tree 2 at 
culmination but identical at age 90.  However, the total basal area of Tree 1 is about 80 % 
greater at age 90.  The details of the dynamics of tree and stand development become 
more apparent after delving into the details which are beyond the scope of this paper.  
Other experiments could be devised to evaluate the impact of knot size on lumber value 
since Tree 2 will have smaller knots. 
 
Espacement density:   
CASE 1 [TIPSY/TASS]: This is a classic type of experiment that may address inter-tree 
spacing in plantations or number of trees per hectare in stands of natural origin.  TIPSY is 
a good candidate for most trials in this category because it runs very fast – largely 
because it reads from a database of yield tables generated in advance by TASS/SYLVER.  
It is also very ‘user friendly’.  A potential design is outlined below: 
 

Trial Spacing (m) No. trees/ha 
1 2.0 2,500 
2 2.5 1,600 
3 3.0 1,111 
4 3.5 816 
5 4.0 625 
6 4.5 494 
7 5.0 400 

 
In plantations, spacing refers to the target distance between rows and trees within rows.  
In stands of natural origin it identifies the average distance between trees even though 
they may be distributed very unevenly (e.g., random or clumped distributions).  Notice 
that the spacing increment is constant (i.e., 0.5 m) whereas the number of trees per 
hectare increases in steps of increasing size.  This is a more efficient design than one with 
uniform steps in terms of number of trees.  For example, increasing the density from 500 
to 750 trees (extra 250 trees) will have a much greater impact on yield than would be 
observed if the density was increased from 2,500 to 2,750 trees.  Uniform steps in 
spacing tend to have a more uniform impact on such variables as volume per hectare. 
 
TIPSY can report a myriad of statistics that relate to the stand (e.g., merchantable 
volume/ha, mean diameter, stand & stock tables), products (e.g., logs & lumber by size 
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class), financial return (e.g., revenue, net present value) and labor requirements.  You 
have to request the information most relevant to your objective.  For example, you may 
want to determine the planting density that gives you the greatest merchantable volume at 
a particular harvest age.  Or you may zero in on the rotation age that generates the best 
return on investment considering costs and product revenue.  On the other hand some 
specialist would prefer to examine variables germane to stand structure, snags and coarse 
wood debris. 
 
CASE 2 [TASS]: The Bureau of Land Management often observes poor survival on dry 
sites in the interior of Oregon.  The agency wanted to know if there was merit in 
replanting the trees that failed.  The following trials simulate different levels of mortality 
followed by interplanting: 
 

Trial 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Target spacing (m) 2.4  2.4  2.4  2.4  2.4  2.4  
Target density (#/ha) 1735 1735 1735 1735 1735 1735 
Actual density (#/ha) 14851 1485 1485 1485 1485 1485 
Mortality (#/ha) 0 780 980 1100 1220 1340 
Initial survivors (#/ha) 1475 7002 500 375 250 125 
Interplanted trees (#/ha) 3  0 0 980 1100 1220 1340 
Interplanted survivors (#/ha) - - 490 550 610 680 
Total survivors (#/ha) 1475 700 990 925 860 805 
 1Assumes 250 unplantable spots per hectare 
 2Minimum stocking standard on BLM Site Class III land 
 3Dead trees are replaced but 50% die.  Tall trees have a slightly greater chance of 
surviving. 

 
Trials 3 to 6 were repeated so that interplanting could be neglected, or delayed by 5, 10 or 
15 years. 
 
Espacement distribution:   
CASE 1 [TASS]: Plantations have target locations for each tree.  For example, a planting 
contract might specify that trees be spaced at the intersections of a 3-metre grid.  
However, the actual planting location of each tree is likely to vary somewhat because of 
error or because suitable microsites are not available at the target location.  A large 
stump, for example, may displace a tree by a meter or more.  In the mid 1980’s, the 
Silviculure Contractors Association requested more latitude in an effort intended to lower 
planting costs and increase the availability of plantable spots. The government was 
concerned that the reduction in uniformity would impair the yield at harvest.  A TASS 
experiment was designed in which actual planting locations could depart from the target 
locations as outlined below: 
 

Trial Standard deviation 
(meters) 

Standard deviation 
(feet) 

Average spacing 
(feet) 

1 0.0 0 10 
2 0.3 1 10 
3 0.6 2 10 
4 0.9 3 10 

 
All trees are at the target location in Trial 1 which permits no deviation.  Trial 2 allows a 
little variation along the row and in between rows (along the x-axis and y-axis).  It is 
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expressed in statistical terms as a standard deviation of 0.3 meters or 1 foot.  For 
simplicity, we will use Imperial units in the following discussion.  Note that TASS is 
operating on a grid having an interval of one foot in this example which means that no 
two trees can be closer than one foot. A standard deviation of one foot will theoretically 
place 38 % of the trees in the correct position while 48 % will be one foot away.  The 
remaining 14 % will be off by two feet.  This variation applies along the x-axis Uand y-
axis (bivariate Normal Distribution).  The variation increased to 3 feet in Trial 4.  In this 
extreme case 14 % of the trees will be off their target by 6 feet.  Since the average 
spacing of trees was 10 feet (1100/ha or 436/ac) in this experiment it is possible for some 
rows to merge occasionally!  This TASS experiment showed difference in yield during 
the simulation that tended to disappear towards harvest.  A very slight depression of 
volume remained.  This experiment was repeated with 194 trees per acre (500/ha).  The 
standard deviation increased from 0 to 6 feet in steps of 2 feet.  The impact on yield was 
slightly more pronounced. 
 
This experiment suggests that uniformity guidelines could be relaxed somewhat.  Any 
loss of volume would likely be offset by gains achieved through the selection of more 
productive planting spots – an advantage not simulated by TASS in this experiment.  This 
is a good example of a concern that can not be addressed by field trials.  Foresters have to 
rely on models and their own experience. 
 
CASE 2 [TASS/TIPSY]: A more classic TASS design is illustrated below: 
 

Density  Distribution   
(trees/ha) Square Random Clump 30 Clump 60 

 Age at which 95% crown closure is achieved 
1100 17 26 35 51 
750 19 32 50 87 
500 23 46 80 - 

 
TIPSY also has clumping capabilities. 
Each of three planting densities is tested with four spatial distributions which include a 
plantation and three intensities of clumping.  Random assignment of trees generates mild 
clumping whereas Clump 30 and Clump 60 generate increasingly compact clumps.  The 
content of the table gives the age at which 95 % of full crown closure is achieved.  This is 
of concern because aerial growing space is wasted until occupied by tree crowns.  Clump 
60 with 500 trees per hectare only produced half as much volume at rotation as did square 
spacing with 750 or 1100 trees per hectare. 
 
Species mixtures [TASS] 
Previous examples focused on stands of a single species.  However, it is possible to 
experiment with mixtures of two or more species.  The following illustration is designed 
to show that the density and productivity of a monoculture can be altered by substituting 
or adding trees of another species.  In the first example (a), trees of a second species (•) 
are substituted for 25 percent of the trees of the main species (○).  In the next case (b), 
twice as many trees of the second species (•) are added to the original stand of trees (○).  
Notice that the trees are uniformly distributed in all cases.  This is an interesting way to 
study the growth and dynamics of mixed stands. 
 



 
 
 
Pre-commercial thinning (Juvenile spacing) 
CASE 1 [TASS]:  Tree selection methodology:  In the late 1970’s conventional wisdom 
stated that trees in the residual stand should be uniformly spaced so as to encourage 
maximum response to treatment.  However, some researchers were of the opinion that it 
would be better to leave the most vigorous trees and deemphasize the importance of the 
distance between the leave trees.  Others felt both factors were of equal importance.  And 
a few believed that thinning was not necessary.  The following trials were simulated to 
shed some light on the controversy:  
 

1. No thinning: Plant 2500 (perfectly square spacing) in a one-hectare plot (i.e., 50 
m x 50 m grid in which all trees are 2 meters apart). 
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2. Systematic thinning: Establish the plot described above (Regime 1) and remove 
every other row and column at age 10 to create a crosshatched pattern (i.e., 
remove 75 % of the trees). 

3. Vigor thinning: Regime 1 followed by the removal of the shortest 75 % of the 
trees at age 10. 

4. Subjective thinning: Print stem maps from Regime 1 that show the height of each 
tree at age 10.  Ask experienced silviculturists to identify 1875 (75 %) that should 
be cut considering both uniformity of spacing and tree vigor. 

 
Reduce the size of the plot for all treatments if Regime 4 is too onerous.  The original 
experiment was performed with 196 trees (14 rows & columns).  However, TASS now 
has a ‘Walking’ algorithm that mimics Regime 4 very effectively. 
 
Regimes 3 and 4 (vigor and subjective) produced similar volumes per hectare and 
average diameter at harvest.  Both were considerably ahead of Regimes 1 and 2 (no 
thinning and subjective thinning). 
 
CASE 2 [TIPSY/TASS]:  Time of thinning: Start with Regime 1 above and thin at 
different ages (e.g., 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20) using the ‘Walking’ method.  Review 
your output to ensure that some thinnings occur before crown closure (50 – 90 %) and 
several others happen well after the canopy closes (100 %).   
 
Commercial thinning [TIPSY/TASS] 
In TIPSY you select the height of the stand to be thinned and the retained number of 
trees.  The limited number of options is needed to prevent the size of the underlying 
database from becoming unmanageably large.  TASS is much more flexible.  Try 
thinning at a particular height (e.g., 21 m) to several residual densities within the 
allowable range (e.g., no thinning, light moderate and heavy).  The very light regime 
might only remove overtopped trees likely to die of competition within the next 5 or 10 
years.  Crown cover will only be reduced by one or two percent.  This will require a few 
test runs.  For the moderate and heavy regimes target reductions of 25 and 50 percent 
respectively.  When analyzing the results consider the merchantable volume of both the 
crop trees and those cut in the commercial thinning entry.  Also examine the stand and 
stock tables for each treatment in relation to its unthinned counterpart.  A financial 
analysis would also provide useful information. 
 
Pruning [SYLVER] 
This hypothetical case illustrates the power of TASS when used in conjunction with the 
other components of SYLVER (e.g., sawmilling and financial analyses).  A two-hectare 
stand of coastal Douglas-fir is established at a density of 1000 trees per hectare on Site 30 
in 1940 by an enterprising young forester.  One half (1 ha) of the stand was pruned to a 
height of 6 meters 25 years later.  It was harvested at age 60 along with its’ unpruned 
counterpart.  Each portion of the stand was milled (2 x 4’s and larger) separately in order 
to assess the benefits of treatment.  The volume of clear lumber was disappointing and 
the extra revenue did not justify the cost of treatment.  Simulations with SYLVER 
confirmed these results but also provide an opportunity to determine what went wrong 
and what might have been done to improve the return on the investment.  The following 
table summarizes the various scenarios: 
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Trial SI Description Clear lumber 
 (m)  (MBF) (%) 
1 30 Unpruned field trial 0 0 
2 30 Pruned @ age 25 in field 6 4 
3 35 Pruned @ age 25 on site 35 11 6 
4 35 Thin to 50% and prune 17 8 
5 35 Prune @ age 20 34 17 
6 35 Prune @ ages 14/17/20 (3 lifts ) 41 21 
7 35 Allow milling of 1” boards 42 22 
8 35 Delay harvest: 60 to 70 years 56 22 
9 35 Delay harvest: 60 to 80 years 68 22 

 
• Trial 1: Represents the untreated field trial which serves as the base case. 
• Trial 2: This pruned field trial produced 6 MBF (thousand board feet) of clear lumber, 

which accounts for only 4% of the total volume. 
• Trial 3: Had the treatment been applied to the site of highest productivity in the 

woodlot the volume of clear lumber would almost double to 11 MBF. 
• Trial 4: Had the stand above been thinned before pruning it would have produced an 

extra 6 MBF of clear lumber for a total of 17 MBF. 
• Trial 5: Now look at what happens if you prune @ age 20 instead of 25.  The volume 

of clear lumber doubles to 34 MBF, and accounts for 17% of the total volume sawn. 
• Trial 6: Or you might have pruned in three lifts @ ages 14, 17, and 20 and realized 

another 7 MBF for a total of 41 MBF of clear lumber, with equates to 21% of the 
total yield. 

• s.  Trial 7: You also missed an opportunity by not cutting both 1-inch and 2-inch board
• Trial 8: The volume of clear lumber increases greatly if harvesting is delayed from 

age 60 to 70 
 Trial 9: And the volume increases even further if harvesting is delayed to age 80. •

 
Notice that we found a way to grow more clear volume in each successive trial although 
the proportion of clear boards eventually stabilizes at 22 per cent.  Delaying the harvest to 
age 90 or later would most certainly add even more clear volume.  So when do we reap 
the most benefits from pruning and growing the stand?  This requires a financial analysis 
that discounts all costs and revenue to a common point in time.  This option is available 
in SYLVER which calculates the net present value (NPV) at each potential harvest age.  

ou would likely harvest at the age that gives you the maximum NPV. Y
 
Fertilization [TIPSY/TASS] 
A special database developed by specialists describes the response to fertilizer across a 
range of species, sites and ages.  Consequently, the fertilization option is very easy to use 
in TIPSY because you only have to specify the year(s) in which it is applied.  You might 
want to examine the relative merits of treating stands at different ages (e.g., fertilize at 
ages 10, 20, 30, 60 years in separate trials).  However, consider both the volume gain and 
return on investment because early treatment is likely to give the greatest increase in 
yield but at a considerable cost because the investment has to be carried for many years.  

 there merit in fertilizing more than one during the rotation (e.g., treat every 10 years)? Is
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        Aggregated groups of coastal Dou ned a heigh
Trial Group size Edge length Adjustment 

Genetics [TIPSY/TASS] 
How much will genetically improved planting stock improve the yield at harvest?  E
seedlot of improved seed is rated according to its’ genetic worth (GW) which is the 
expected percentage gain in merchantable volume ((12.5 cm+) at an index age of 60
(most species) or 80 years (white spruce).  Set up a series of trials with TIPSY that 
compare merchantable volume achieved over time using GW values of 0 (unimpro
base case), 5, 10, 15 and 20 per cent.  Alternatively, track down the GW value of 
available planting stock and the cost of the improved seedlings.  Perfor
a
 
Variable Retention [TIPSY/TASS] 
TIPSY now simulates the impact of variable retention harvesting in which groups 
or dispersed trees are left indefinitely to promote environmental values.  The user 
specifies the species, top height at harvest, method of retention, percent crown cover 
retained and ed
tw
 
Consider a stand of coastal Douglas-fir that is harvested via group retention when 30 m 
tall.  How will the yield be affected by the level of retention, group size and ed
T
 

glas-fir retai t harvest (top t = 30 m) 
Group retention 

 (% crown cover) 
1  

(m2) (m) ? 
1 0 1000 165.3 ? 
2  2000 122.5 ? 
3  4000 79.8 ? 
4 2  

6  4000 196.1 ? 

0 1000 341.1 ? 
5  2000 268.6 ? 

 
In this example, we specify the percent crown cover retained and group size while 
leaving edge length to be calculated.  TIPSY will also compute the adjustment to yield 
(not shown) throughout the rotation.  Only the adjustment at age 100 is reported (e.g., 
0.82 implies that variable retention harvesting will reduce the merchantable volume by 18 
% if the harvested 100 years later). 


